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side 1      side 2 side 1      side 2side 1      side 2

I’ll bet you £10 
that the other 
side is blue.

side shown        other side

 1 (R,R,B)                 B

 2 (B,R,B)                R,B

Chance for the other 
side to be blue is 2/3 ! 

“The Card Game”



“Prisoner’s Paradox”
         One of you lucky boys   
    will only get life in prison. But  
I have instructed the guard not to 
inform you whether or not you will  
hang until I announce to the press 
       tomorrow morning as a  
          last minute surprise!

Jake Lenny Dave

Not good! 

Survival  
probability

= 1/3 !!



Dave

I know you can’t tell  
me whether or not I’ll be spared, 

but we both know that at least one  
of the others will hang. So you can 

give me their name, right? 

Sure... poor old 
Jake is going to 
buy the farm! 

“Prisoner’s Paradox”



Dave

So now it’s either 
me or Lenny... 

Great! My odds have  
improved to 1/2 !!

Jake     Lenny    Dave

Jake     Lenny    Dave

Jake     Lenny    Dave

“Prisoner’s Paradox”



1/6  x  1/6  x  1/6  x  1/6  x  1/6  x  1/6  =
    1        
46656

What’s the chance probability of getting exactly this sequence?

1/6  x  1/6  x  5/6  x  1/6  x  5/6  x  1/6  =
   25        
46656

What’s the chance probability of getting four 3’s in this order?

or more generally:     pk (1-p)n-k 

where p is the probability of successes (genng a 3), 
k is the number of successes and n is the total number  
in the sequence.

S                  S                   F                  S                   F                   S “Bernoulli Trials”

If not loaded (test to reject H0),

Loaded 
Dice?



(1/6  x  1/6  x  5/6  x  1/6  x  5/6  x  1/6)(any 4 of 6)

What’s the chance probability of getting four 3’s in any order?

= 15( ) =6 

4
 6!      
4!2!(any 4 of 6) =

re-ordering  
of failures is  
not dis/nct

re-ordered of  
successes is 
not dis/nct

dis/nct ways to  
order 6 things

or more generally:  Binomial Distribu/on 
(“two terms”)

 ( )  pk (1-p)n-kn 
k

  375        
46656

S                  S                   F                  S                   F                   S 



 ( )  (1/6)4 (1-1/6)26 
4

so we really want 6 x

  2250     
46656=

S                  S                   F                  S                   F                   S 

What’s the chance probability of getting four of anything in any order?

what 
about 
this?



S                   S                 S                     F                 S                   S 

S                   S                 S                    S                   S                  S 

6x( )  pj (1-p)n-j            k=4, n=6
n 
jΣ

j=k

n
so, in this case  
we want

  2250      
46656

    180       
46656

    6     
46656

  2436      
46656

+              +            = =  5.2%

What’s the chance probability of getting 
four or more of any number in any order?

But these 
would draw at 
least as much 
suspicion!



Statistical probability is basically the frequency with 
which a given “equivalent” outcome occurs if we were 
to repeat the same experiment over and over again.

What is the source of this 
statistical behaviour??

1) Hidden variations in initial conditions

2)   Fundamental uncertainty (quantum mechanics)



Binomial Distribu/on:
P (k successes in n attempts) =

✓
n!

k!(n� k)!

◆
pks(1� ps)

n�k

prob of each 
success

p=0.5

p=0.1 p=0.9

p=0.1 p=0.9p=0.5



Assume terrible aim, but only count 
throws that hit dart board. . .

What’s the chance of hitting the 
bullseye given 100 throws?

ps = (0.5in/17.75in)2 = 7.93⇥ 10�4

= 1� Pbin(0 successes)

= 1� (1� ps)
100

= 7.63% ⇠ 100⇥ ps

Ptot =
100X

k=1

Pbin(k successes)

✓
100!

k!(100� k)!

◆
pks(1� ps)

100�k



What’s the chance of hitting the 
20 given 100 throws?

ps ⇠ 1/20 = 0.05

Ptot = 1� (1� 0.05)100

= 99.4% 6= 100⇥ 0.05 !!!

Assume terrible aim, but only count 
throws that hit dart board. . .


